
YEARBOOK SUMMER 2022



It’s hard to believe that SIMCHA JUNIORS 2022 is coming to an end. We 
were really ROLLING the whole summer! SIMCHA JUNIORS had a BALL!! 

We enjoyed cooling off in the pool and learning how to SWIM. Thank 
you to our wonderful LIFEGUARDS, in the morning and in the afternoon. 
We had a blast SWIMMING two times each day!

We enjoyed ART. Designing masterpieces was so amazing! We love the 
scrapbook using the different art mediums. Thank you MORAH DEBBIE 
AND RACHEL.

Kickball, basketball, football, hockey and ga-ga, did we ever have fun! 
Learning how to play and playing was just fantastic! Thank you COACH 
we had such a ball!
RABBI FEIGENBAUM, along with RABBI APPELBAUM, RABBI 

POTASH AND RABBI SOKOL, taught us so many valuable lessons. We 
enjoyed listening to the wonderful stories and davening with them too!

Thank you MORAH ALIZA, creative movement kept us jumping, 
moving and using all our energy to have a blast! We also loved FUN with 
FOOD. Not only was it fun to create but it was yummy to eat too!

BOOT CAMP kept us in shape and enjoying obstacle courses, tunnel 
crawls and exercising! Thank you MORAH TAMAR.

We enjoyed all our special trips and treats each day but what really 
kept us going were our incrediBALL Morahs.

Thank you! Each and every one of you contributed to the wonderful 
time our boys enjoyed! Thank you to MORAH ESTIE who made sure that 
every day ran smoothly. Of course, thanks to RABBI TAUB and RABBI 
SUDWERTS who made everything possible. Last but definitely not least 
THANK YOU to our dear parents for entrusting your precious sons to us! 
We enjoyed each and every one of them.

What a wonderROLL time the JUNIORS had in Simcha Juniors 2022!

K’Siva V’Chasima Tova!
Have a wonderful year,

Morah Etty







It’s hard to believe that the SUMMER CAMP SEASON is ending! 
We have so many memories that will hopefully remain with us. The 
SHOFAR that we BLEW in camp today heralds the coming YOMIM 
TOVIM with all of their special significance.

Throughout the SUMMER I often asked myself, “Are the boys 
processing the stories and their lessons?” I deliberately chose 
stories that are “SLIGHTLY” above the boys’ level. I can try to be 
sophisticated and say that I’m practicing Vigotsky’s zone of proximal 
development but I’m not that type. Often we can test the waters 
and surprise ourselves by what our boys are capable of doing and 
understanding. I’ve been SURPRISED by the boys’ perception and 
the QUESTIONS THEY ASK.

As we enter the YOM TOV SEASON, let’s keep them involved. It’s 
not just, “DIP THE APPLE IN THE HONEY,” but also why. If you 
have a SHOFAR in the house, let them try it out. That, by the way, is 
the advice of the MISHNA IN ROSH HASHANAH. Our boys are too 
young to fast on YOM KIPPUR but by all means talk about it. When 
my children were younger, we had them “FAST FROM CANDY” on 
FAST DAYS. Of course, the YOMIM TOVIM of SUKKOS and SHMINI 
ATZERES/SIMCHAS TORAH have plenty of room for involvement.

Baruch Hashem we can look forward to tremendous NACHAS 
and HATZLACHA from all of our children. May we all be zoche to a 
SHANA TOVA UMESUKA!!

Rabbi Feigenbaum



(Low 1) Welcome to Simcha,

We are the Juniors,

The courts and the pool we do 

rule.

(Low 2) We’re always on the run,

Come see we’re really number 

one!

(High) Simcha Juniors,

We’re rolling in the fun.

We--- love it a ton,

So join us everyone!

Simcha Juniors Cheer

Bang bang clap

Bang bang clap

Juuuuniors

We’re on the line, 

We’re connected all the time.

And together we do rule!

Simcha Juniors are so cool!

Oooooooo

Oooooooo

Juniors x2

Simcha Juniors Theme Song
TTTO: Atah Sakam





I suppose I should’ve seen it coming.
After all ARTS AND CRAFTS is an art (and a craft :-)), not a science.
It’s the way a child expresses his thoughts and emotions. It’s a crystal clear reflection 

of the way he sees the world. 
So I should’ve been ready for:
“But MORAH you said that we make a barbecue party on JULY 4 because we are so 

happy that our country became free”
“Yes, I did, but that does not mean –“
“So why can’t I be free to make the stripes pink and green?”
I quickly realized that I best buckle up because I was in for an anything but ordinary 

SUMMER.
Our highest priority was that your children had fun. So, we kicked things off with a 

“WELCOME SUMMER” BANNER. The kids loved the goofy idea of treating summer like 
a visiting friend.   

We continued with the basics. Teaching the COLOR WHEEL and explaining the role 
of PRIMARY and SECONDARY COLORS may sound tedious. But oh, the amaze look 
in the eyes of your children when they discover how to DIFFERENT COLORS can you 
combine to make an entirely DIFFERENT COLOR.

There’s a reason the obligatory PICTURE frame is a standard in every camp everywhere. 
Take a look at how are your CHILD chose to decorate a FRAME that he made to display 
a PICTURE of himself.

What EMOJIS did he choose to hang from his MOBILE?
I was really thrown for a loop by the power and feeling in many of the KOTEL 

DRAWINGS. Notions of galus may be over their heads but it was obvious that love for 
Israel and yearning for Moshiach and rebuilding the בית המקדש  are things they hear a lot 
about at home.

Moving on to more “CRAFTY CRAFTS” the kids were so excited to make things they 
could use as well as look at. The TIC-TAC-TOE GAMES and the WATERMELON COLOR 
WAR fans generated so much excitement.

Our last project proved to be the highlight of the season. The kids had a blast creating 
their own unique individual FISH BOWLS filled with PLAY-DO FISH and the ART ROOM 
just oozed with creativity. 

On a personal note, I hope my FIRST SUMMER AT SDC will be the first of many. I 
feel like LIPA SCHMELTZER and MORDECHAI SHAPIRO must feel. Being paid to do 
something I ENJOYED and had so much fun doing.

MORAH ETTY SLANSKY and RABBI AVI TAUB spare no effort and will move mountains 
to help the staff do what they can to give your kids the best possible experience.

I could never have done it without my dedicated and skilled assistant, my granddaughter. 
RACHEL, I am so proud. 

A final thought for my fellow parents and grandparents. Next time the permanent 
markers permanently mark the walls, the Play-Doh gets stuck in the carpet and the only 
thing the crazy glue seems to work on is gluing fingers together SMILE.  

When your KIDS CREATE they offer an unequalled window into their precious 
NESHOMOS. 

Encourage them.

Have a great year!

Morah Debbie Brach





MUSIC & MOVEMENT

On TUESDAY MORNINGS we were all excited for some high-energy 
action at MUSIC & MOVEMENT. We started with our wacky warm-ups – 
boys, what’s that thing on top of your shoulders called?  Your belly? No, 
MORAH ALIZA – it’s your HEAD! (I knew that…)  After drinking a few cups 
of WIGGLE JUICE we did the HOKEY POKEY, danced the CHICKEN 
DANCE, and HUGGED A TURTLE.  We even went on a BEAR HUNT a 
few times, but we didn’t manage to CATCH A BEAR this summer… oh, 
well. Other favorite activities were SCARVES AND BEAN BAGS, THE 
PARACHUTE, AND GLOW-IN-THE-DARK LIMBO. We ended off our 
sessions by putting on our SHARK COSTUMES for BABY SHARK! “It’s 
the end doo-doo-doo-doo” of our summer but we can do many of these 
fun activities at home until we meet again for MUSIC AND MOVEMENT 
NEXT YEAR!

FUN WITH FOOD

WEDNESDAY MORNINGS found us in MORAH ALIZA’S ROOM for 
FUN WITH FOOD. Each session started out with a story connected to the 
DAY’S PROJECT, and after we completed our projects we COLORED 
PICTURES related to our theme. We made fEELINGS COOKIES, EDIBLE 
BUGS, GRAHAM CRACKER KOSEL BEFORE TISHA B’AV, and FRUIT 
BY THE FOOT “FLOWERS” PLANTED IN CHOCOLATE COOKIE 
“DIRT” AMONG OTHER CREATIVE AND YUMMY TREATS. As a THANK 
YOU to our mommies for sending us to the most AWESOME CAMP in 
the world, we made TWIZZLER JEWELRY for them accompanied by a 
SWEET THANK-YOU NOTE. (If we ask nicely, maybe OUR MOMMIES 
will share them with us!)  It was a SUPER SUMMER and we can’t wait to 
see everyone again NEXT YEAR for more FUN WITH FOOD!

Have a wonderful summer!

Morah Aliza Caplan





COACH’S CORNER

Wow! What an amazing SUMMER it has been! It’s hard to believe it’s 
already OVER! Time flies when you’re having a BALL with COACH! It 
was such a pleasure to see all of the BOYS GROW in the MANY SKILLS 
taught this SUMMER, from CATCHING, THROWING, STICK HANDLING, 
FOOTWORK, HITTING A BASEBALL AND MORE! What’s even more 
amazing is seeing the RUACH, ACHDUS AND SPORTSMANSHIP THE 
BOYS had as they CHEER each other on! Have an AMAZING YEAR and 
keep PRACTICING!

Coach Rada





Best in…
of the Summer!

DAVENING!

J8 
Rabbi Potash

ZEVI
WEINBERGER

J9 
Rabbi Appelbaum

TZVI
MARKOVITZ

J10
Rabbi Sokol

EZRA
ROMAN

J11 
Rabbi Appelbaum
DOV KADRY

J11
Rabbi Appelbaum

YAAKOV
KOPELOWITZ 

J10
Rabbi Sokol

ILAN
GUTTMAN

J9 
Rabbi Appelbaum

ZACK SLANSKY

J7
Rabbi Potash
YAAKOV
GARBACZ

J1
NESANEL
OPPEN

J8
Rabbi Potash
JOSEPH

BELL

J3
NACHI

HOLZBERG

J5
YONAH

MANHEIM

J7
Rabbi Potash

MORDECHAI
MAYER

J2
DAVE
EREZ

J4
YAAKOV
SAMET

J6
EZRA

GRABIE





SWIMMERS of the  Summer!

ORI
YURMAN

JOSHY
FELDMAN

EZRA
BENDELSTEIN

YITZCHOK
KATZ

ISAAC
DAVID

GAVRIEL
SICHEL

AMICHAI
STEINFELD

YEHUDA
AVIGDOR

SAMMY
TEITELBAUM

J9

J7

J10

J7

J10

J8

J10

J9

J11
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J7 • Rabbi Potash

YEHUDA WOLF
J8 • Rabbi Potash

SHLOMIE POTASH

J7 • Rabbi Potash
BARUCH

WOHLFARTH

J9 • Rabbi Appelbaum
NISSIM MEISELS

J11
Rabbi Appelbaum

MOSHE YEHUDA 
GOTHARDT

J10 • Rabbi Sokol
EZRA 

BENDELSTEIN

J9 • Rabbi Appelbaum

EITAN MOSKOWITZ 

J10 • Rabbi Sokol
AARON

BADALOV

J11 • R’ Appelbaum
DOVY JUNGER

J8 • Rabbi Potash

ELIAV YASHAEV

J9 • Rabbi Appelbaum
YONI SHAWEL

J11
Rabbi Appelbaum
YEHUDA THURM

J10 • Rabbi Sokol
EZRA NAFISI

J9 • Rabbi Appelbaum

ORI YURMAN

J10 • Rabbi Sokol
ZACHARIA
KADINSKY

J11 • R’ Appelbaum
MAYER

BASHEVKIN

J7 • Rabbi Potash
BARUCH SAMUELS

J8 • Rabbi Potash
AKIVA LEVINE

J7 • Rabbi Potash
BARUCH AREMAN

J8 • Rabbi Potash
EZRA FRENKEL





Campers of the Summer!

J6

J2

J8

J4

J10

J1

J7

J3

J9

J5

J11

Mordechai 
Berkowitz
Ben Horn

Ariel Avigdor
Moshe Krischer

Ezra Frenkel
David Weingarten

David Ghoori
Joey Meisels

Ezra Bendelstein
Ilan Guttman

Meir Dovid Schachter
Ariel Weiss

Jack Garbacz
Shlomo Thaler

Nathan Berko
Meyer Hikind

Tzvi Markovitz
Yonah Shawel

Benjamin Edelman
Akiva Schreier

Simcha Lesser
Yehuda Thrum





All Around Campers!

J6

J2

J8

J4

J10

J1

J7

J3

J9

J5

J11

Benny Lowinger
Binyamin Katz

Hillel Goldberg
JJ Slansky

Shlomie Potash
Eliav Yashaev

Gavi Blumenthal
Benny Wegh

Amichai Steinfeld
Uriel Schlusselberg

Abie Marmorstein
Eitan Schwerd

Yisroel Kaplovitz
Yehuda Wolf

Tzachi Rubin
Moshe Eli Yifat

Yehuda Blachorsky
Noah Rose

Eitan Posnick
Moshe Genson

Yaakov Kapelowitz
Shua Schachter





J1 J1
We’re so much fun

We are the super balls
And we’re ready to run





ALL OF J1 IS CONNECTED!!

ABIE loves the bikes just like AKIVA who loves swimming! SEELI 

loves the monkey bars just like ARIEL who loves the water slide! 

NAFTALI who loves reading books just like NOACH who loves 

jungle gym! YAAKOV who loves our snowman activity just like 

AARON who loves the playroom! SHAYA who loves art just like 

EFFIE who loves Warren Levi! NESANEL who loves sports clinic 

just like MATIS who loves fun with food! SHUA who loves Rebbi just 

like EITAN who loves sensory! BENNY who loves baking challah just 

like MEIR DOVID who loves the playground! EPHRAIM who loves 

playing ball just like NOAM who loves chalk and bubbles just like all 

the MORAHS who love BUNK J1!

Have a great year at school!

We’ll miss you,

Morah Sarah, Morah Shoshana, Morah Batel and 
Morah Shulamit

J1









To the Tune of the itsy bitsy spider

We’re the flying frisbes-we are bunk j2
We love to run and play because that is 

what we do
We love simcha day camp that is very 

true 
We are the flying frisbees we are bunk J2!





Wow, we can’t believe how fast the summer has flown by! Throughout the 
summer we have had so many fun activities from Fun with Food to Boot 
Camp to so much more. Here’s what a typical day in BUNK J2 looks like:

We arrive in camp to see so many smiling faces sitting in our spot in the 
gym! First we have davening where MEIR KOPELOWITZ always davens 
so nicely. Then we have swim. ASHI RASKIN and ALEX MLYNSKY are 
amazing swimmers, they’re like fish in the water! After we get changed 
into our second bathing suit, we go to art. EFRAIM SCHWARTZ and 
SHIMON FRISCHMAN always work very carefully to create beautiful 
pieces of art. Time for Rebbe, HILLEL ROSENBERG and JJ SLANSKY 
listen to Rebbe’s stories so beautifully. Next, we go to sports clinic where 
we learn to play sports with Coach Rada. This is where ARIEL AVIGDOR 
and MOSHE KRISCHER shine. Off to boot camp we go! No one loves 
the obstacle courses as much as JAKEY GROSSMAN! Now it’s time for 
lunch. The camp provides so many yummy lunches for us to eat. We love 
listening to JACOB GREENBERG’S funny stories during lunch. Soon 
it’s time for second swim and then playground. ISAAC GROSSMAN and 
YONAH ROSENBERG love running around the playground and playing tag 
and hide and seek. After playground we go to the playroom. The Juniors 
playroom has so many fun toys for us to play with! IZZY TAUB has so 
much fun playing with the toy cars and building with blocks. We have so 
many fun things to do in SDC that they don’t all fit in one day. Some of 
our other fun activities include sensory room where DOVI MERNICK and 
ARON GALATZ love to play with the rice and kinetic sand. They are always 
careful not to make a mess. Playing with Coach Sokol is always so much 
fun! DAVE EREZ and ADIR SHALOMOV always cheer so nice and loud 
for our team (SPAGHETTI AND MEATBALLS!!). Fridays we have an extra 
special activity, Fun with Food! All of the boys in BUNK J2 love making 
yummy art out of food, especially HILLEL GOLDBERG. He always has a 
huge smile on his face!

We cannot believe that camp is over for the summer. We really enjoyed our 
time with our boys, from playing together to talking to them and everything 
in between. We will really miss them so so much! It’s been a pleasure being 
their MORAHS this summer!!!

Hatzlacha in school this year!!! We know you will do amazingly!
Love, the J2 Morahs,

Morah Dini • Morah Sarah
Morah Shira • Morah Miri

J2









The lyrics to our song:
We are J3, the galgalim,

We are rolling in the fun, here in camp 
thats how its done

We are J3, the galgalim, and with morahs 
just like these, no other bunk can com-

pete- go J3!!





When we walk in in the morning, we are greeted by YOSEF BOLLAG 
and PESACH SEGAL’S bright smiles as all of our campers come in for 
the day. Then as we daven with Morah Etty, MOSHE ELI YIFAT and 
YAKOV ROSENFELDS voices can be heard from all the way down the 
hall. As we make our way up the stairs, NACHI HOLZBERG and NATAN 
BERKO keep their hands on the wall the entire time just like we ask 
them too. Yay,  now we are heading to fun with food with Morah Aliza, 
SIMCHA KOPEL  proudly making his project so nicely; while BINYAMIN 
YAKOBOV munches on his tasty snack before we even get upstairs. Line 
up for swim! All our boys enthusiastically run down to the pool, throw 
their towels to the side, and jump in and have a great time! Once we’re 
all nice and dry we head to sports clinics where Coach Rada awaits us. 
SHLOMO WEIDER epically throws the ball and MEYER HIKIND dives 
in and smoothly makes a catch, score!!! By the time we get to Rebbi 
they’ve all calmed down, while Rebbi tells us an awesome story YOSSI 
NEUFELD sits down nicely and MOSHE NAIMAN asks great questions. 
On to art we go, Morah Debbie and Morah Rachel always have such fun 
and creative ideas and the boys always have such a great time! We’ve 
all worked up an appetite, now we’re on to lunch, TZACHI RUBIN and 
MISHAEL JACOBS can’t wait to share their stories over a plate of fresh 
yummy food! After we’re all full, we meet Morah Etty in the gym for line 
up where we sing our bunk song with pride. After they get back from 
second swim, GADI NISANOV can’t wait to build the tallest tower, and 
BEN JACOBS can’t wait to read all the story books camp has to offer. 
Last, but most definitely not least, we all run over to playground where 
IZZY FRIED and BERISH DIAMOND enjoy an awesome game of tag. 
As the day comes to a close, we all grab our knapsacks and walk down 
to dismissal, where everyone sits beautifully on the wall and enjoys a 
refreshing ices before we hop on to the buses, as we wave goodbye to 
JOSEPH FARKAS who walks so nicely to the carpool line.

What a great day, we can’t wait to see everybody tomorrow – and next 
summer!

Thank you J3 for being the most awesome bunk any Morah could ever 
ask for,

Love,

Morahs Gitty, Elysheva, Shira and Dina

J3









Summers here at last 
J4s having a blast 

We’re the slam dunkers 
rolling in the fun 

In simcha day camp
We’re number 1!





IF WE GOT A PENNY EVERY TIME J4……

LEVI – Does a gymnastic move

BENJY – Listens to rebbis stories

BENNY – Talks with dramatic expression

BEN – Talks about sports

DAVID T. – Says an animal fact

DAVID G. – Wins hockey

DOV – Brings a new toy

GAVRIEL C. – Brings blue Gatorade

GAVRIEL S. – Loses his kippah

GAVI – Runs around the playground

ELIYAHU – Brings morning candy

ARYEH – Sings 

YAAKOV – Dances with music

ROMI – Says hi to his brother

IZZY L. – Hits the ball by sports 

IZZY M. – Makes something yummy by fun with food

JOEY – Participates in all the activities

KOBE – Asks if we’re having jungle gum

MICHAEL – Tells Morah a story 

RAFAEL – Makes a masterpiece in art

BUNK J4 WOULD BE MILLIONAIRES!
We had a great summer!

Love,

Morah Tova, Morah Shoshana, Morah Odel and
Morah Meira

J4









J5 j5 we are the baseball boys
We’re here to have the best time 

J5 j5 here we go in Simcha
To hit and make that home run





WE ARE ALL CONNECTED: 

…CHAIM SIMCHA loves to swim like ELIEZER who is great at sports like 

AKIVA SCHREIER who has brown hair like CALEB who wears a cap every 

day like NASH who has so much fun on the jungle gym like OVADIA who 

lives in Queens like ELISHA who has glasses like AKIVA KIKIROV who has 

a big brother in SDC like OREL who is so good at the activities in boot camp 

like BENJAMIN who lives in West Hempstead like TZION who is cousins 

with YOSEF who’s favorite color is blue like IZZY who enjoys playing with all 

the toys in playroom like YONAH who loves to listen to Rebbi’s stories like 

MOSHE who keeps his belongings organized like EITAN who has orange 

hair like NOAH who’s favorite lunch is pizza like EZRA who goes to HANC 

like AARON who is in J5 with MORAH TAMAR, MORAH AHAVA, MORAH 

AVITAL, MORAH ARIEL, And MORAH ESTI like CHAIM SIMCHA…

Have a great year,

Morah Tamar, Ahava, Avital, Ariel and Esti

J5









J6 cheer 
We are the bouncy boys Horah horah
We like to make a lot of noise horah 

horah
Simcha day camp is the best 

Better than all the rest
We are the bouncy boys 

Horah!





The busses pull up to SIMCHA DAY CAMP on one bright and sunny morning. 
We know our day has started when URIEL KLEIN greets us with a huge 
smile and a story to share. After having a blast playing on the bikes we all sit 
down to daven. BEN HORN stands out with his exceptional davening every 
single morning. We line up nicely and MORDECHAI BERKOWITZ makes 
sure to hold the door open for every boy as we head out to the pool. At the 
pool SIMI TOMASCZEWKI shows us his super swimming skills and has even 
made it to the deep water! We march down the stairs and BINYAMIN KATZ 
is first to be changed and ready on line for our next activity. We then dash up 
to art where AVRUMI SAMET stuns us with his magnificent art creations! 
Moving along to our fantastic playroom BENNY LOWINGER and YOSEF 
RISHTY plays really nicely with the toys, making sure to include all of the 
boys while they play. As soon as Morah says it’s time to clean up SHUA SOD 
and DOVID GLATSTEIN are the first to be seen picking up all the toys and 
putting them away. Then it’s on to Rebbe, where EZRA GRABIE and GAVRIEL 
SWERDLIK sit so nicely as Rebbi tells us one of his fascinating stories. JJ 
WEISS is the best helper and eagerly helps Morah set up for lunch every day. 
J6 knows how to clean up so well, and after every boy puts their plates in 
the garbage we all join in for a spectacular game of the floor is lava! EZRA 
MERNICK and CALEV YAKUBAV wow us with their awesome moves! Coach 
comes next, and AJ FUCHS impresses us with his athletic abilities. Our day 
continues with second swim, playground, and jungle gym. When all the boys 
are packed up and ready to go home, Morah reads a story out loud and MOSHE 
LOEB and ALEXANDER HIRT are sure to be sitting quietly the entire time. It 
has been another fabulous day in bunk J6 and the boys happily pile on to the 
busses, ices in hand, ready with excitement for another day in SDC. 

What a spectacular summer it has been for bunk J6! Your positive attitudes, 
big smiles and camp spirit made BUNK J6 the place to be. You were the 
BEST CAMPERS ever!!! We will truly miss each and every one of you. 

Have a great year in Pre1A! 
Love, 

Morah Chana, Morah Gitty, Morah Sara Rivka, 
and Morah Tzipporah Ella

J6









J7 
The power balls are here so give a cheer 

we’re bunk j7 and we’re heaven





WHAT WE LOVE BEST ABOUT JUNIORS…….

BARUCH YEHUDA AREMAN – Swimming

ZACK TREITEL – Karate

YITZCHAK CHECHKOV – Karate

BARUCH WOHLFARTH – Sports

SIMCHA SPERLING – Fun with food

AKIVA NEMATNEJAD – Fun with food

DANI GRABIE – Art

ELISHA RABINOWITZ – Rebbe

BARUCH SAMUELS – Art

YEHUDA WOLF – Playground

YITZCHAK KATZ – Swimming

MORDY WHITE – Swimming

MORDECHAI MEYER – Swimming

YITZCHAK PEER – Swimming

SHLOMO THALER – Swimming

ELISHA BARENBAUM – Swimming

CHEZKY HARARI – Jungle gym

JACK GARBACZ – Swimming

SAMMIE BAYEN – Sports

Have a great year,

Love,

Morah Shana, Morah Yaffa and Morah Tova

J7





PETTING 
ZOO



PETTING 
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J8 we are great! We’re the fire balls that 
make you shake! Go J8!!





J8’S day begins as DOVID WEINGARTEN comes to camp with a huge 

smile and YISRAEL FRIEDMAN goes and checks if Rebbi is ready for 

us. After rebbi, AVI GORIN changes really quickly for swim, and EZRA 

FRENKEL eats breakfast super nicely. Then we head to sports where 

ZECHARYA KOGEL is a pro. At Warren Levi JOSEPH BELL shows 

us his karate skills!! We head off to swim which is one of CHARLIE 

ROSENBLATT’S favorite activity. We then go to art where YOSEF CHAIM 

FRUCHTEr makes professional projects, and then head to jungle gym 

where AVICHAI BANGIYEV loves to play. Then, by lunch ELIAV YASHEAV 

eats so nicely, and PINNY BELL is so helpful and sweeps our room!! 

Then we go to line up where ASHER GRABIE is always ready. SHLOIME 

POTASH lines up super nicely for our next activity. After second swim we 

head to playground where ZEVI WEINBEGER has a blast, and if there’s 

music you know EZRA KLEINMAN is always dancing. YISHAI LOPIN 

is super at the wall push-up at Boot Camp. At fun with food you can 

always see that YAAKOV RABINOWITZ makes a masterpiece. And you 

can always count on AKIVA LEVINE to be such a great friend!! You know 

sensory is GAVRIEL SICHEL favorite activity. DOVID ROSENBERG is 

such a great listener when Morah reads a story!! After such an amazing 

day we head to the busses so excited for the next amazing day at camp!!

J8 you were a super bunk we loved every minute we got to spend with 

you!!! You are all amazing and we will miss you tons!! Good luck in first 

grade!!!!! 

Love,

Morah Sarah, Morah Talya and Morah Esther

J8









J9 we will rock you, roll you
Rocking Rollers we’ll win you

J9 we’re here to say
We’re the greatest bunk in the USA!





Another awesome day in BUNK J9 begins with ELI ADAMS’ huge 
smile as he jumps off the bus and runs down the steps! YEHUDA 
BLACHORSKY is always the most enthusiastic to learn and daven 
with  Rebbi. After a great breakfast, we run outside to play sports 
with Coach Sokol. JOSHY NIMAN and TZVI MARKOVITZ ace every 
game while playing with incredible middos and sportsmanship. After 
an amazing game of kickball, baseball or dodgeball, we run to cool off 
in the pool! AHARON ZEV RUDANSKY and SHIMMY ROSENBERG 
are like fish in the water, swimming so well and going in every day 
without fail. After a quick snack, we rush off to the next activity, 
with speedy ISAAC WEISZ in the lead. NISSIM MEISELS makes 
another gorgeous art project by Art. YITZCHAK SVIRSKY blows us 
away with his climbing skills during Jungle Gym! ELIE RUBEL and 
ZACK SLANSKY play so nicely by playroom and clean up before 
we even ask. During fun with food, AVI PORTAL and NOAH ROSE 
make stunning masterpieces that look delicious! BUNK J9 walks so 
nicely back to the bunk room for a tasty and filling lunch. Then we’re 
off to Line up! SHAUL SALAMON and YEHUDA AVIGDOR knock 
our socks off with their rocking cheering! After an awesome time at 
second swim, we dash to the playground where YONAH SHAWEL 
and YEHUDA AISENBAUM dazzle us with their daring stunts and 
climbing abilities! Before we can blink, YONI SKOLNICK and TZION 
DANIEL are already changed and ready to go! We can always count 
on ORI YURMAN to be the most devoted goalie in our hockey games! 
Although JOSHY BURGER was only here for a little bit, he sure 
makes up for it with his perfect participation in boot camp! After the 
most incredible, productive and exciting day in SIMCHA DAY CAMP, 
we end it off with a calming story while EITAN MOSKOWITZ listens 
quietly and nicely. 

What an amazing, cooperative, spunky, fun and adorable bunk we 
had this summer! We’ll miss you tonssss and good luck in First Grade!!!

Love your Morahs,

Morah Tova, Morah Hadassah, Morah Chanala and Morah Ruth
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We are J10 and we’re here to say we’re 
the greatest bunk in simcha day camp
With ball in hand on court we stand to 

make the goal and onions stand





IF I HAD A PENNY EVERY TIME...
EZRA ROMAN – Cheered everyone up with his awesome smile and dance moves 
and wanted more noodles
EZRA BENDELSTIEN – Was the first to listen, never complained, and won 
sports of the day
EZRA NAFISI – Participated in all of the activities and added lots of positivity and 
fun
EYTAN TAYRI – Shared with others and rocked at any sport we played
AMICHAI STIENFELD – Was always smiling and trying to help others and wore 
an adorable cap
DAVID MULLER – Helped out a friend, smiled, and tried to do the right thing
EYTAN MULLER – Added spunk to every activity, and showed his adorable dimples
BARUCH CHAI KIKIROV – Made some silly face that cheered everyone up and 
was a good friend to everyone
ZECHARIA KOEGEL – Was nice to every single boy, listened without 
complaining and asked if we have jungle gym
EYTAN MILLER – Added positivity and spunk to our bunk with his cheerful 
attitude, got involved in the activities, and asked what time it is
DOVI EISIN – Was friends with everyone because of his sweet and caring 
personality, and ate some bread by lunch
URIELL SHLUSSELBERG – Never complained, was loved by all because of his 
kind and caring personality , and won sports of the day
OZARIA KHAIMOV – Rocked our bunk with his adorable laugh and sense of 
humor and didn’t want to play sports
ISSAC DAVID – Did what he was supposed to be doing, was leading some game 
and including everyone
JESSE MARGUILES – Was friends with everyone, got involved in every activity, 
and tried to do the right thing
AHARON BADALOV – Had a kind word to share, listened right away, and got 
along with everyone
EYTAN JACOBI – Smiled and made any activity fun with his outgoing and 
cheerful personality
ILLAN GUTTMAN – Had a positive attitude, kind to every single boy, and did 
what he was supposed to do

WE WOULD BE RICH!!
We will miss you all

Tehila, Rachelli and Daniella (and Gianna and Shira;) 
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J11 we shine bright 
We’re gonna cheer with all our might

Flying fastballs yes we are
We are strong so we’ll go far





BUNK J11 WOULD NOT BE THE SAME WITHOUT…
DAVIDS – Humor

MAYER B. – Pokémon towel

DOVID MICHOEL – sports skills

MEIR F. – Creativity

GABI – Energy

YECHIEL – Smile 

MOSHE YEHUDA – Middos

DOVY – Listening skills

DOV – Speed

YAAKOV – Participation

ASHER – Acting

SIMCHA – Catching skills

EZRA – Playground games

YOSEF – Snacks

YEHUDA L. – Positivity

OVADIA – Laughter

SHUA S. – Climbing skills

ROEY – Advice

SAMMY – Art skills

SHUA T. – Smile

YEHUDA T. – Readiness

Have a great year in first grade!

We will miss you,

Morahs Yocheved, Ella, and Tova
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